
Refinement of EE2EI4

*Overhead writing is small; writing is illegible
Changes: A larger font will be used for lectures. I will do my
best to improve my hand writing in tutorials.

*Talk Too Fast
Changes: I will try to slow down and summarize content from
time to time

*Poor voice; Can’t hear him
Changes: I will use a microphone but please do not sit at the
very end of the classroom!

*Assumed knowledge of 2IJ4; we are just taking it now
Response: The gaps in your knowledge is a problem of the
system. I am trying my best to make things as clear as possible
regardless of your background.

*Quizzes are too hard and hot to handle
Response: The main source for the quiz problems are my
lectures, tutorials and homework problems. Questions are not
tricky but they require understanding.

*Lab TAs not explaining well; they should go over the
procedure of the lab before the lab starts
Changes: I will discuss this issue with the TAs and advise them
to give some directions at the start of the experiments

*Not specific enough about what is on the quiz
Response: how specific do you want me to be!



*Too much material, too fast
Response: the content of the course is decided by the
Department. What you are covering now is a reduced set of the
material they were covering 2 years ago!

*PSpice?
Changes: PSpice problems will not appear in quizzes/exams.
PSpice project is now optional and worth 10% of your mark
(equivalent to 2 quizzes). Extra 2-lectures on PSpice will be
given.

*Have TA recap the lecture/longer the quiz
Response: TAs have maximum working hours that we can not
exceed. Most quiz questions take only 2-3 lines to solve (6
minutes each). Not realistic due to time constraint.

*Can you make all the answers to questions available at once?
Response: These answers are prepared by one of the TAs. He
prepares the answer for each chapter as we go through it.

*Can you post a formula sheet?
Response: A sheet with all the formulae to be used will be
posted soon on the course webpage

*Only 50% of the class are attending lectures and tutorials. This
is likely to lead to a high failure rate
Change: All questions in lectures will not be posted. They will
be solved in lectures. Not all tutorial questions will be posted.


